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july 2010 i dont know the channel's rules well !help Please don't ask to ask a
question, simply ask the question (all on ONE line and in the channel, so that

others can read and follow it easily). If anyone knows the answer they will most
likely reply. :-) hm !info gcalc gcalctool (source: gcalctool): A small tool for

mathematical calculations. In component universe, is optional. Version
1:2.6.4-1 (lucid), package size 29 kB, installed size 160 kB #Ubuntu is not for
chitchat, talk only if there is a question so i'll rephrase my question then ^^^
pinggy : have you tried if it is only firefox or other sites? pinggy, please dont
repeat! AbhiJit, okay sorry abys, no, only firefox abys, btw i also had some

problems with the chromium pinggy : this is weird, i had some broken tabs in
firefox too, and after restarting session it worked pinggy, do this ping me in
private abys, i mean the firefox home pages are not loading, they are being

redirected to some websites like safari.com or something pinggy : it could be
also that your browser is not loading all the css, your connection or your router

settings What is the package name for xterm? abys, i already had a clean
ubuntu, just the installation process messed up, tried to get everything working

again, some times it worked, some times not or if xterm is shipped with the
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Ubuntu default install, then what is it's name? harisund, xterm? AbhiJit: No,
xterm itself
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When I first landed in Canada, at Mariam's suggestion, ... Like registered
retirement savings plans (RRSPs), tax-free savings accounts (TFSAs) ... They
require you to pay taxes. But you won't pay for them (unless you get from a
sale, unless you sell at below market value, or in case you don't buy after some
money has been deposited into your account, and you have to pay it back if you
don't need to). Of course, anyone can create one of these accounts. But if you're
going to do it every year, you'll definitely want to spend some time learning how
to do it. fffad4f19a
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